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Answer Question No.1 (Part-1) which is compulsory, any EIGHT from Part-II and any TWO 

from Part-III. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

 
Part-I 

Q1  Only Short Answer Type Questions (Answer All-10) (2 x 10) 
 a) Write down the objectives of squezzing .  
 b) Define clearing efficiency.  
 c) Difference between cone angle and angle of wind.  
 d) What is hank sizing?  
 e) Objectives of  automatic creel in warping.  
 f) In weaving, why drawing is required?  
 g) Define winds per double traverse.  
 h) If the weight of 5820 metres of yarn 15 grams. Calculate its count in Tex system.  
 i) Define beam gaiting.  
 j) Express percentage of size pick up.  
    
  Part-II  

Q2  Only Focused-Short Answer Type Questions-  (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) (6 x 8) 
 a) Write short note on Sectional warping.  
 b) What are the basic mechanisms of plain power loom?  
 c) Production of pirn winding machine per shift per spindle is 10 pounds for 30s cotton 

count. If the machine runs at 600 yds per minute then calculate winding efficiency. 
 

 d) Briefly describe about the fully automatic drawing-in and reaching machine.  
 e) Write a short note of foam sizing.  
 f) Explain about methods of drying. Ellaborate the working of  Ruti hot air drying system.  
 g) What are the objectives of sizing and how the size paste is repaired?  
 h) A warp containing 2800 ends is required to be sized to 25%. The length of the sized 

warp on the beam is required to be 1080 yds. If the counts of the yarn 40s. Find- 
i)The wt. of the size to be put on the warp of the given length.  
ii) The wt. of sized warp.  
iii) The count (Ne) of sized warp. 

 

 i) Discuss the photo electric type yarn clearer with block diagram.  
 j) Breifly discuss the defects of warping beams.  
 k) Difference between non automatic and automatic winding machine.  
 l) Calculate the weight of warp required to produce a sized beam of 3500 ends of 36 Ne, 

if the size pick add on is 22%. 
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  Part-III  
  Only Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)  

Q3  Why anti-patterening is required? Write the mechanism of anti-patterening in drum 
winding and precision winding. 

(16) 

    
Q4  Write the working principle of Schweiter high speed automatic pirn winder with 

diagram. 
(16) 

    
Q5  What are the objectives of sizing and how the size paste is repaired? (16) 

    
Q6  What are the methods of yarn traversing in winding machine and characteristics of 

winding drums? 
(16) 
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